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Abstract
Little is known about how outer hair cell loss interacts with noise-induced and age-related auditory nerve degradation
(i.e., cochlear synaptopathy) to affect auditory brainstem response (ABR) wave characteristics. Given that listeners with
impaired audiograms likely suffer from mixtures of these hearing deficits and that ABR amplitudes have successfully been
used to isolate synaptopathy in listeners with normal audiograms, an improved understanding of how different hearing
pathologies affect the ABR source generators will improve their sensitivity in hearing diagnostics. We employed a func-
tional model for human ABRs in which different combinations of hearing deficits were simulated and show that high-
frequency cochlear gain loss steepens the slope of the ABR Wave-V latency versus intensity and amplitude versus intensity
curves. We propose that grouping listeners according to a ratio of these slope metrics (i.e., the ABR growth ratio) might
offer a way to factor out the outer hair cell loss deficit and maximally relate individual differences for constant ratios to
other peripheral hearing deficits such as cochlear synaptopathy. We compared the model predictions to recorded click-
ABRs from 30 participants with normal or high-frequency sloping audiograms and confirm the predicted relationship
between the ABR latency growth curve and audiogram slope. Experimental ABR amplitude growth showed large individual
differences and was compared with the Wave-I amplitude, Wave-V/I ratio, or the interwaveI–W latency in the same
listeners. The model simulations along with the ABR recordings suggest that a hearing loss profile depicting the ABR
growth ratio versus the Wave-I amplitude or Wave-V/I ratio might be able to differentiate outer hair cell deficits from
cochlear synaptopathy in listeners with mixed pathologies.
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Introduction
Auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) are routinely
adopted in clinics to provide a noninvasive correlate of
hearing sensitivity. Additionally, ABR waveforms to
transient stimuli are able to locate hearing deficits
along the auditory pathway as abnormalities in the dif-
ferent waveform peaks stem from aggregate responses of
populations of neurons at diﬀerent ascending processing
stages. Whereas Wave I captures the synchronous firing
of numerous auditory nerve (AN) fibers in the spiral
ganglion cells, Wave V is thought to be generated by
medial superior olive primary cells projecting onto the
lateralis lemniscus and inferior colliculus (IC; Melcher &
Kiang, 1996). Specifically, reduced ABR Wave-I ampli-
tudes have been associated with AN fiber reductions in
subjects with intact preneural auditory function
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(Furman, Kujawa, & Liberman, 2013; Schaette &
McAlpine, 2011; Sergeyenko, Lall, Liberman, &
Kujawa, 2013; Stamper & Johnson, 2015) and might
oﬀer a measure that quantifies cochlear synaptopathy
(also cochlear neuropathy or hidden hearing loss).
Cochlear synaptopathy refers to a loss of the number of
AN fibers after noise exposure (Kujawa & Liberman,
2009) or ageing (Sergeyenko et al., 2013) and can be
selective for high-threshold low spontaneous rate (LSR)
AN fibers (Furman et al., 2013). The latter, selective
cochlear synaptopathy predominantly aﬀects suprathres-
hold processing and has been associated with shallower
ABR amplitude versus intensity growth in the presence of
normal ABR thresholds (Furman et al., 2013). For
humans, a significant correlation between high-intensity
ABR Wave-I amplitude and noise exposure history was
recently reported (Stamper & Johnson, 2015). Finally,
listeners with reduced Wave-I amplitudes also showed
degraded performance in suprathreshold interaural-time
detection for stimulus envelopes (Mehraei et al., 2016), a
task for which another study linked performance to coch-
lear synaptopathy (Bharadwaj, Masud, Mehraei,
Verhulst, & Shinn-Cunningham, 2015).
Whereas the ABR wave I can be measured reliably in
rodents, the human wave-I amplitude is often diﬃcult to
assess and is much smaller than that of the ABR wave V.
Reduced human ABR wave amplitudes are not only
caused by peripheral hearing deficits but are also
reported for normal-hearing individuals with larger
head diameters and males (Mitchell, Phillips, & Trune,
1989; Trune, Mitchell, & Phillips, 1988). These measure-
ment drawbacks confound a direct interpretation of
human ABR wave characteristics in terms of AN fiber
loss and have led to the development of relative ABR
metrics such as the Wave-V/I ratio (Gu, Herrmann,
Levine, & Melcher, 2012; Hickox & Liberman, 2014;
Schaette & McAlpine, 2011), the interwaveI–V latency
(e.g., the age dependence of the metric has been reported
in Elberling & Parbo, 1987), and Wave-I level growth
functions (Furman et al., 2013; Lin, Furman, Kujawa,
& Liberman, 2011). Also recently, smaller than normal
ABR Wave-V latency changes in the presence of increas-
ing levels of background noise have been associated with
the loss of populations of high-threshold AN fibers in
listeners with normal audiometric thresholds (Mehraei
et al., 2016). This link is supported by physiological
studies that show increased first-spike latencies for
high-threshold AN fibers (Bourien et al., 2014; Rhode
& Smith, 1985), as well as by model simulations that
suggest increased Wave-V latencies as background
noise increases and low-threshold AN fibers saturate
(Verhulst, Bharadwaj, Mehraei, & Shinn-Cunningham,
2013). Relative ABR metrics based on changes in wave
characteristics are thus very promising in increasing the
sensitivity of this method while factoring out eﬀects of
electrode montage (King & Sininger, 1992), head size,
and sex (Mitchell et al., 1989; Trune et al., 1988) that
can influence the absolute ABR amplitude.
Even though big advances have been made in the
development of sensitive ABR metrics for cochlear
synaptopathy in listeners with normal audiograms, a clin-
ical adoption of this technique will only be worthwhile if
ABR metrics can diﬀerentially diagnose and quantify the
cochlear synaptopathy component of hearing loss in lis-
teners with intact or impaired preneural cochlear func-
tion. Little is known about how cochlear synaptopathy
interacts with traditional outer hair cell (OHC) hearing
deficits that are known to aﬀect the ABR waveform.
Additionally, it is not clear whether the more robust
Wave-V amplitude can be used as a proxy for Wave-I
amplitude and underlying AN fiber deficits because it
has been suggested that homeostatic changes in the audi-
tory pathway between the AN and IC can result in
enhanced ABR Wave-V/I ratios in tinnitus patients
with normal audiograms (Schaette & McAlpine, 2011).
In this study, we adopt a modeling approach to inves-
tigate which relative ABR metrics are most sensitive to
either cochlear synaptopathy or OHC-related deficits in
listeners who might have diﬀerent combinations of these
deficits present. Specifically, we focus on suprathreshold
ABR Wave-I and V amplitude and latency growth as a
function of stimulus intensity and show that high-
frequency sloping audiograms are associated with stee-
per ABR latency and amplitude growth. Moreover, we
suggest that a grouping of listeners according to their
individual ratio of ABR latency and amplitude growth
may be able to isolate the AN fiber population health
aspect of hearing loss from OHC-related deficits. We
compared our model predictions with measured ABR
latency and amplitude growth curves in listeners with
various degrees of sloping audiometric hearing loss to
validate our model simulations and to study which rela-
tive ABR metrics are more promising at isolating hearing
deficits in listeners with mixed pathologies.
Methods
Model Simulations
ABRWave-I and -V amplitudes and latencies were simu-
lated using a functional model of the auditory periphery
and auditory brainstem (Figure 1; Verhulst, Bharadwaj,
Mehraei, Shera, & Shinn-Cunningham, 2015). The
cochlear mechanical part of the model was calibrated
using cochlear filter tuning parameters derived from
human otoacoustic emission measures (Altoe`, Pulkki,
& Verhulst, 2014; Shera, Guinan, & Oxenham, 2010;
Verhulst, Dau, & Shera, 2012; Verhulst et al., 2015).
In this model, the gain and associated width of the
simulated cochlear filters was altered on a
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frequency-dependent basis to simulate diﬀerent profiles
of cochlear gain loss. We define cochlear gain loss as
hearing deficits associated with the actual loss of the
OHC bodies or a metabolic reduction of the gain proper-
ties of OHCs (e.g., due to presbycusis) that can both
reduce the cochlear gain. Cochlear gain reductions
were simulated by adjusting the position of the double
pole a* of the basilar membrane (BM) admittance at
each cochlear section (or characteristic frequency [CF])
that determines the filter gain and associated width of the
simulated cochlear filter.
Figure 2 shows the relationship between simulated
cochlear gain loss hearing profiles (Panel a), and the cor-
responding values of the double-poles a* of the model
for the low-level hearing range (Panel b). The poles of
the normal-hearing model (light green curve) corres-
pond to a frequency-dependent variation of cochlear
filter tuning of QERB,n ¼ 11:46 CFn=1000ð Þ0:25. Cochlear
gain loss was implemented by increasing a* such that
the simulated filter had a filter gain reduction (i.e.,
from the peak of the magnitude spectra of local BM
impulse responses) that corresponded to the hearing
loss in dB HL. Hearing-impaired filter gain could not
be reduced more than by the amount that was available
in the normal-hearing cochlear filter.
Cochlear synaptopathy was simulated by changing
the numbers and types of AN fibers that synapse onto
each inner hair cell (IHC). In the normal-hearing model,
13 high spontaneous rate (HSR; 60 spikes/s), 3 medium
SR (MSR; 5 spikes/s), and 3 low SR (LSR; 1 spike/s)
fibers were simulated for each CF to follow the ratio
observed in normal-hearing cats (i.e., 61%, 23%, and
16% for HSR, MSR, and LSR fibers, respectively;
Liberman, 1978). In each model, a total of 500 CFs
were simulated that spanned the human place frequency
tonotopic map (Greenwood, 1990). Table 1 shows the
number and types of nerve fibers synapsing onto a
single IHC in each of the simulated cochlear synaptopa-
thy profiles. All of the cochlear synaptopathy profiles
were simulated for all simulated cochlear gain loss
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Figure 2. Simulated cochlear gain loss profiles. Panel a shows the
applied gain reduction in the cochlear filters relative to the gain
available in the normal-hearing cochlear filters. The gain reductions
were calculated from the peak of simulated power spectra of
normal-hearing basilar membrane impulse responses at CF. Sloping
(red), flat (green), and flatþ sloping (black) hearing losses were
simulated. Panel b shows the double-pole a* of the local basilar
membrane admittance functions corresponding to the gain loss
profiles in Panel a. Note. CF¼ characteristic frequency.
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Figure 1. Functional model of the auditory periphery that
simulates ABR Wave-I and Wave-V amplitudes and latencies
(Verhulst et al., 2015). ABRWave I was obtained by summing same
CF AN firing rates of multiple fibers across 500 simulated sections
spanning the human frequency range (175 Hz–14 kHz). ABRWave
V was similarly obtained by adding up energy across 500 single-unit
IC models (Nelson and Carney, 2004). Cochlear gain loss was
introduced by increasing the double-pole a* of the BM admittance
corresponding to frequency-specific cochlear gain loss profiles (see
Figure 2). Cochlear synaptopathy was modeled by varying the
number and types of AN fibers synapsing onto each IHC (see
Table 1).
Note. ABR¼ auditory brainstem response; CF¼ characteristic
frequency; AN¼ auditory nerve; IC¼ inferior colliculus;
BM¼ basilar membrane; IHC¼ inner hair cell.
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profiles in Figure 2. IHC loss was not specifically mod-
eled, other than that a loss of all the synapses at one CF
would correspond to a loss of the IHC body at that CF.
Metabolic diﬀerences in the IHC transduction properties
(e.g., caused by presbycusis) were not modeled.
The ABR Wave I was simulated by summing up
instantaneous AN firing rates across all simulated CFs
between 175Hz and 14 kHz. At each CF, the AN activity
of all fibers connected to the IHC at that CF was
summed up before the population response Wave I was
calculated. At each CF, the summed AN activity was fed
into a functional model of the cochlear nucleus and IC
(Nelson & Carney, 2004) after which the Wave V
response was calculated by summing up all energy in
the frequency regions between 175 and 14 kHz. The
normal-hearing Wave V/I ratio was set on the basis of
average human recordings and might not be physiologic-
ally realistic (Verhulst et al., 2015). However, because the
model captures the frequency dependence of ABR source
generators well (Verhulst et al., 2015; Verhulst & Shera,
2015), simulating how diﬀerent peripheral sources of
hearing loss change the normal-hearing Wave V/I ratio
should still provide information about the impact of
hearing loss on ABR wave characteristics.
Study Participants: Audiograms
and Detection Thresholds
Pure-tone audiograms, ABRs, and distortion product
otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs) were measured in 30
study participants (18 females and 12 males) with vary-
ing degrees of high-frequency sloping audiograms.
Audiograms were recorded between 125Hz and 8 kHz
using a clinical audiometer (Auritec AT900) and routine
procedures. All study participants volunteered to take
part and were informed about the experimental proced-
ures according to the ethical procedures at the
University of Oldenburg. Participants were grouped
according to their audiogram shape and 12 listeners
(mean age: 25.2 years) were identified as having normal
and flat audiometric configurations (top panel in
Figure 3). The other 18 listeners (mean age: 47.3) were
subdivided according to the slope of their audiograms by
calculating the diﬀerence in dB HL between the 1 and
8 kHz pure-tone threshold. As the bottom panel in
Figure 3 illustrates, seven groups were identified
Table 1. Simulated Profiles of Cochlear Synaptopathy.
CF< 1 kHz CF¼ 4 kHz CF¼ 8 kHz CF¼ 16 kHz
H M L H M L H M L H M L
NH 13 3 3 13 3 3 13 3 3 13 3 3
HF:LSMS 13 3 3 13 0 0 13 0 0 13 0 0
LSMS 13 0 0 13 0 0 13 0 0 13 0 0
Gradient HF:All 13 3 3 7.17 1.66 1.66 4.15 0.96 0.96 0 0 0
50% HSþ LSMS 7 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0
Note. CF¼ characteristic frequency; AN¼ auditory nerve; IHC¼ inner hair cell; NH¼ normal hearing; HF¼ high frequency; HS¼ high spontaneous rate;
LSMS¼ low and medium spontaneous rate. The elements represent numbers of specific AN fiber types that synapse onto a single IHC for specific CF
Regions. For example, the normal-hearing (NH) profile has a frequency-independent amount of 13 high spontaneous rate (H), 3 medium spontaneous-rate
(M) and 3 low-spontaneous (L) rate AN fibers synapsing on to each of the 500 simulated inner-hair cells. Where the NH, LSMS, 50% HSþ LSMS profiles have
frequency independent degrees of cochlear synaptopathy, the gradient HF:All and HF:LSMS represent high-frequency sloping cochlear synaptopathy profiles.
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Figure 3. Top: audiograms of the 12 normal-hearing listeners
with flat audiogram shapes. Bottom: Audiograms of the 18 study
participants with sloping high-frequency hearing losses categorized
by their slope (different colors). Audiogram slopes were calculated
as the dB HL difference between 1 and 8 kHz.
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according to this slope criterion with the dB value in the
legend corresponding to the reported diﬀerence between
the 1 and 8 kHz threshold.
Because pure-tone detection thresholds may not solely
reflect OHC-related hearing deficits, we complemented
our threshold metrics with DPOAE thresholds measured
at 4 kHz. Two pure tones (primaries) were simultaneously
presented via two ER2 (Etymotic Research) speakers
coupled to the ER10Bþ OAE microphone system
(Etymotic Research). A custom-madeMatlab-based soft-
ware was adopted (Mauermann, 2013) that implements a
primary frequency sweep method suggested by Long,
Talmadge, and Lee (2008). The primary frequencies f1
and f2 were exponentially swept up (2 s/octave) at a
fixed f2/f1 ratio of 1.2 over a 1/3 octave range around
the geometric mean of 4 kHz. For a given primary level
L2, the respective L1 levels were chosen according to the
Scissors paradigm (Kummer, Janssen, & Arnold, 1998).
Using a suﬃciently sharp least squared fit filter of 2Hz,
the distortion component was extracted from theDPOAE
sweep recordings (Long et al., 2008; Mauermann, 2013).
This distortion component (i.e., LDC) is generated around
the characteristic place of f2 along the BM and thus pre-
dominantly provides information about the f2 site without
being influenced by DPOAE fine structure that is known
to aﬀect DPOAE growth functions and threshold predic-
tions (Mauermann &Kollmeier, 2004). Growth functions
of LDC were computed as the average over 34 distortion-
source DPOAE functions across the measured frequency
range. A cubic function of the form
LDC ¼ aþ 1
q
L2 % bð Þ
! "3
ð1Þ
was fit to the bootstrapped data points using a, b, and q
parameters. DPOAE thresholds were determined as the
level of L2 at which the extrapolated fitting curve LDC
reached a level of %25 dB SPL (1.12 mPa; Boege and
Janssen, 2002). The method is illustrated in the top
panel of Figure 4 for two study participants and shows
that the DPOAE threshold (triangles) is elevated for the
subject with a 30-dB sloping audiogram (dark orange fit)
compared to that of a listener with a 5-dB sloping audio-
gram. DPOAE thresholds roughly correlated with the
pure-tone detection threshold measured at the same fre-
quency using a two-alternative forced choice adaptive
tracking procedure and insert earphones (Figure 4(b)),
in general agreement with other studies (Boege & Janssen
2002). Finally, elevated DPOAE thresholds at 4 kHz cor-
responded well to steeper audiogram shapes for subjects
with greater than 5 dB HL audiogram diﬀerences
between 1 and 8 kHz (Figure 4(c)). The individual vari-
ability in DPOAE threshold per audiogram shape group
was largest for subjects with near-normal audiogram
shapes (Groups 1 and 2 in Figure 4(c)).
ABR Recordings
100 -ms condensation clicks were presented over ER-2
insert earphones (Etymotic Research) attached to a
TDT-HB7 headphone driver (Tucker-Davis) and a
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Figure 4. (a) 4-kHz distortion-source DPOAE growth curves
(LDC) as a function of f2 level along with cubic fits and DP
thresholds (triangles) for a study participant with a 5 dB (bright
curve) and 30 dB (dark curve) sloping high-frequency hearing loss.
(b) Relation between the 4-kHz DPOAE threshold and the
threshold of hearing determined using a behavioral adaptive
procedure (AFC) for all study participants. (c) 4-kHz DPOAE
thresholds of the participants in each audiogram slope group
(see Figure 3).
Note. DPOAE¼ distortion product otoacoustic emission;
DP¼ distortion product; AFC¼ alternative forced choice.
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Fireface UCX sound card (RME). All stimuli were gen-
erated in Matlab and calibrated into peak-equivalent
sound pressure level (peSPL) using an oscilloscope, a
B&K type 4157 ear simulator and sound level meter
(Bru¨el & Kjær). Seven thousand clicks were presented
monaurally at a rate of 33.3Hz with a 10% jitter on
the recording window duration for each of the four
levels tested: 70, 80, 90, and 100 dB peSPL. ABRs were
recorded using a 32-channel Biosemi EEG amplifier and
a custom built triggerbox. The common mode sense and
driven right leg (CMS/DRL) electrodes were placed on
top of the head near Cz and two reference electrodes
were placed on the earlobes. The Cz-channel potentials
were re-referenced to the mean of the two earlobe elec-
trode potentials to yield the ABR waveform. Note that
our setup diﬀers from that adopted in clinical practice in
which (a) we use the average of the two earlobe record-
ings as the reference, whereas clinical practice adopts one
reference electrode placed on the mastoid of the mea-
sured ear and (b) the clinically adopted ground electrode
is replaced by the CMS and DRL procedure adopted in
the Biosemi hardware. ABR waveforms were filtered
between 70 and 1500Hz, then baseline corrected, aver-
aged and epoched 10ms before and 20ms after the
stimulus click using the Matlab software. ABR peak
latency, amplitude, and peak-to-peak amplitudes were
determined from the average waveforms for Wave I,
III, and V using the auditory wave analysis python soft-
ware package developed by B. Buran.
Figure 5 shows an example of this peak-picking
procedure for a subject within the normal-hearing
audiogram group (left panel) and for a subject with a
sloping hearing loss (right panel). The locations of the
peaks (indicated by the colored circles) and troughs (tri-
angles) were adjusted manually starting from the highest
sound intensity and Wave V. The other wave peaks for a
specific stimulus level were manually guided by the mean
latency diﬀerences listed in table 8.1 of Picton (2010). In
several occasions, it was not possible to visually deter-
mine the peaks from the waveforms at the lowest stimu-
lus levels for listeners with a hearing loss. In those cases,
the values were reported as not measurable. The latencies
in Figure 5 were not compensated for by the fixed rec-
ording delay of the sound delivery system (1.17ms),
meaning that Time 0 in the figure corresponds to 1.17
ms after the onset of the acoustic click. The ABR wave
latencies reported in the remainder of this study were
referenced such that Time 0 corresponded to the start
of the acoustic click at the ear canal to allow for a com-
parison with other experimental studies. The reported
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Figure 5. Example of the ABR peak-picking procedure for a participant with a normal audiogram (left) and a participant with a sloping
high-frequency hearing loss (right). Peaks and troughs were adjusted manually starting from the highest intensity ABR waveforms and Wave
V. The latencies in this figure were not compensated for by the 1.17ms delay associated with the stimulus delivery.
Note. ABR¼ auditory brainstem response.
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ABR amplitudes were computed as the ABR peak amp-
litude from the baseline (not the peak-to-peak ampli-
tude). This decision allows for a comparison to the
model simulations that simulate ABR waveform peaks.
The model has not been adjusted to capture the proper-
ties of the troughs of measured ABR waveforms.
Furthermore, by using the ABR peak, confidence inter-
vals can be generated by using an automatic peak-
picking procedure that determines waveform maxima
in a latency region around the wave peak of interest
from a mean ABR waveform constructed from randomly
permuting 7,000 recorded waveforms in each condition.
Using this procedure, confidence intervals were calcu-
lated for the ABR wave peaks as well as for the derived
ABR diﬀerence measures such as the ABR amplitude
and latency growth slope. The latter confidence intervals
were calculated by randomly picking values from normal
distributions of ABR latency and amplitude that had the
same standard deviation as those given by the confidence
interval for each measured level condition. By only
including picks for which responses from the four
sampled level conditions grew monotonically up (for
amplitude growth) or down (for latency growth) stand-
ard deviations on the ABR slope metrics were calculated.
When ratio’s of diﬀerent growth metrics were reported,
or diﬀerences between ABR wave characteristics, stand-
ard deviations were calculated using the standard propa-
gation of error equations.
Results
Model Predictions
Isolating cochlear gain loss. Figure 6 shows simulated ABR
Wave-V amplitudes (top panels) and latencies (bottom
panels) for diﬀerent sound intensities and configurations
of hearing loss. The amplitude growth functions are
plotted in dB/dB following the idea that a loss in coch-
lear compression due to OHC loss would result in a
steeper growth than for an intact cochlea. However, to
make comparisons with experimental studies possible,
the corresponding wave amplitudes are also indicated
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Figure 6. Simulated ABRWave-V amplitudes (a and b) and latencies (c and d) as a function of sound intensity for different configurations
of cochlear gain loss (left panels) and cochlear synaptopathy (right panels). There was no cochlear gain loss for the synaptopathy
simulations.
Note. ABR¼ auditory brainstem response.
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in mV. As shown in Figure 6(a), increasing degrees of
high-frequency cochlear gain loss steepen the ABR amp-
litude growth functions. This steepening is predomin-
antly due to a relatively greater ABR amplitude
reduction in the 70 than 100 dB peSPL condition when
cochlear gain loss is introduced. This level-dependent
impact of cochlear gain loss is due to a combination of
(a) a reduced contribution of high-frequency CFs to the
population response as high-frequency cochlear gain loss
is introduced (see figure 3(a) in Verhulst, Jagadeesh,
Mauermann, & Ernst, 2016) along with (b) an overall
stronger contribution of both low- and high-
frequency channels as cochlear excitation patterns
become broader after stimulus level increases (see
figure 9(d) in Verhulst et al., 2015).
Stimulus intensity-dependent alterations in cochlear
contributions to the ABR Wave V as stimulus level
increases are also reflected in the wave-V latency
growth functions shown in Figure 6(c). Whereas the
normal-hearing model showed a 1ms latency reduction
per 30 dB stimulus level increase, the introduction of
increasing degrees of cochlear gain loss resulted in a
steepening of the latency growth curves. Longer latencies
were observed at 70 dB peSPL for the hearing-impaired
models than for the normal-hearing model, reflecting a
more dominant contribution of low-frequency channels
that are associated with delayed latencies on the basis of
cochlear dispersion (Dau, Wegner, Mellert, & Kollmeier,
2000). Contrarily, at 100 dB peSPL, high-frequency
cochlear gain loss tended to decrease the overall latency,
a result that can be explained on the basis of added high-
frequency contributions as excitation patterns broaden
in response to a stimulus level increase.
Cochlear synaptopathy reduced ABR amplitudes
almost equally for the simulated stimulus levels
(Figure 6(b)). In contrast to the cochlear gain loss con-
ditions in Figure 6(a), the slope of the amplitude growth
functions is not substantially aﬀected by the loss of vari-
ous degrees of AN fibers in a model with intact OHCs.
Correspondingly, the growth functions in Figure 6(b)
resemble those of the normal-hearing model. The simu-
lations in Figure 6 suggest that alterations in the slopes
of both the amplitude and latency growth of ABR Wave
V are associated with cochlear gain loss, whereas coch-
lear synaptopathy is expressed as an overall amplitude
reduction while not substantially impacting the latency
growth curves. It might thus be possible to use ABR
growth slope metrics to isolate the cochlear gain loss
aspect of peripheral hearing loss in listeners with sloping
high-frequency hearing losses that have an unknown
degree of cochlear synaptopathy.
Figure 7(a) and (b) show ABR amplitude and latency
growth for all possible configurations of simulated
cochlear gain loss (along the x-axis) and synaptopathy
(diﬀerent symbol shapes). In general, the ABR amplitude
and latency growth curves become steeper as cochlear
gain loss becomes more severe. Cochlear synaptopathy
was seen to decrease the ABR amplitude growth slope
slightly for any given cochlear gain loss configuration
(Figure 7(a)). For the conditions where synaptopathy
was introduced in a sloping high-frequency loss
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configuration (i.e., triangles and diamonds), the inter-
actions between the two types of peripheral hearing
loss became more complex as the steepening caused by
cochlear gain loss was counteracted by the loss of high-
frequency AN fibers. The general trend of shallower
ABR amplitude growth for cochlear synaptopathy is in
good agreement with physiology studies that have
observed this relationship for suprathreshold ABRs in
animals with synaptopathy (Furman et al., 2013; Lin
et al., 2011). However, as the latency growth simulations
in Figure 7(b) suggest, this amplitude growth reduction
due to synaptopathy does not aﬀect the latency growth
functions, except for the case of high-frequency config-
urations of cochlear synaptopathy.
Because cochlear gain loss aﬀects both the ABR amp-
litude and latency growth curves as a consequence of
altered contributions of various CFs to the summed
population response, it is possible to derive a measure,
the ABR growth ratio (RABRgrowth):
RABRgrowth ¼
slopeABR Latency growth
slopeABR Amplitude growth
ms
dBre:1 mV
# $
ð2Þ
that capture this combined eﬀect. As illustrated in
Figure 7(c), RABRgrowth remains constant for increasing
degrees of high-frequency cochlear gain loss. The only
two cases that deviate from this relationship are the con-
figurations were there is also a 5dB cochlear gain loss
introduced in the frequencies below 1kHz (i.e., cochlear
gain loss configuration: Flat5dB [1] and Slope5dB [8]) that
result in slightly larger ratios. The value of the RABRgrowth
for a specific listener thus provides a means to factor out
the high-frequency cochlear gain loss aspect of hearing
loss. Specifically, when RABRgrowth deviates from the
expected value obtained for normal-hearing listeners,
this would indicate that either (a) the amplitude growth
slope is aﬀected without alterations in the latency growth
function (i.e., smaller RABRgrowth), as would be predicted
for across CF configurations of AN fiber loss, or (b) the
latency growth function is aﬀected without the expected
corresponding variation of the amplitude growth slope
predicted by cochlear gain loss (i.e., larger RABRgrowth).
Isolating cochlear synaptopathy. To evaluate the applicabil-
ity of the RABRgrowth metric, it should be tested how it
relates to other ABR metrics that have been associated
with synaptopathy or ageing. Figure 8(a)–(c) shows
simulated Wave-I amplitudes, Wave-V/I amplitude
ratios and interwaveI–V latency intervals for various
degrees of cochlear gain loss (along the x-axis) and
synaptopathy (diﬀerent symbol shapes). In agreement
with several experimental studies (Furman et al., 2013;
Sergeyenko et al., 2013), Figure 8(a) shows overall
reduced Wave-I amplitudes as synaptopathy is wor-
sened. However, a comparably smaller degradation of
Wave-I amplitude is also noticeable as high-frequency
cochlear gain loss worsens. This loss is smaller than pre-
dicted for AN fiber loss, but it can confound a direct
interpretation of the Wave-I amplitudes in terms of coch-
lear synaptopathy.
Because ABR wave amplitudes can be smaller for
males and people with larger head size diameters
(Mitchell et al., 1989; Trune et al., 1988), several studies
have instead focused on the relative Wave-V/I amplitude
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ratio (e.g., Musiek, Kibbe, Rackliﬀe, & Weider, 1984;
Schaette & McAlpine, 2011). The simulation results in
Figure 8(b) show that cochlear synaptopathy had a
greater impact on the ABR Wave-V/I ratio than did
cochlear gain loss. Because the ratio is only modestly
aﬀected by the degree of cochlear gain loss, it appears
that the diﬀerential eﬀects of high-frequency cochlear
gain loss on the Wave-I versus the Wave-V generation
are smaller than the eﬀects of cochlear synaptopathy.
Note that even though the absolute values of the simu-
lated Wave-V/I ratios are not realistic, it remains pos-
sible to investigate how the metric changes as a function
of hearing loss. High-frequency cochlear synaptopathy
profiles (diamonds and triangles) tended to increase the
Wave-V/I ratio as a consequence of smaller Wave-I amp-
litudes along with constant Wave-V amplitudes. In con-
trast, uniform cochlear synaptopathy profiles (squares
and stars) decreased the ratio as both Wave-I and
Wave-V ratio were decreased by diﬀerent amounts com-
pared with the normal response. The diﬀerent amplitude
reductions of the Waves I and V after uniform AN fiber
loss are in the model attributed to the diﬀerent CF
regions that contribute to the responses (i.e., more
high-frequency contributions to the Wave-I than Wave-
V generation, resulting in a relatively larger reduction in
Wave-I amplitude as synaptopathy is worsened).
Finally, the interwaveI–V latency interval has been
suggested as a diﬀerential ABR metric to assess high-
frequency sloping hearing loss (Coats & Martin, 1977;
Elberling & Parbo, 1987; Watson, 1996). The simulations
in Figure 8(c) for a 100 dB peSPL click show that
increasing degrees of high-frequency cochlear gain loss
yield decreased interwaveI–V latencies, similar to what
has been observed experimentally (Coats & Martin,
1977; Elberling & Parbo, 1987). However, not all experi-
mental studies report increased interwaveI–V latency
intervals for sloping high-frequency hearing loss
(Watson, 1996). These experimental discrepancies
might be due to that increasing age tends to increase
interwaveI–V latencies (Elberling & Parbo, 1987).
Because ageing can cause synaptopathy (Sergeyenko
et al., 2013), it is possible that parts of the experimentally
observed ageing eﬀects can be explained by diﬀerences in
the degrees of cochlear synaptopathy for the diﬀerent
age groups. The simulations in Figure 8(c) show that
cochlear synaptopathy also influences the interwaveI–V
latency intervals with uniform degrees of synaptopathy
yielding overall smaller intervals and high-frequency
synaptopathy configurations resulting in larger intervals.
In summary, the simulated Wave-I amplitude and
Wave-V/I amplitude ratios at 100 dB peSPL were not
heavily impacted by the diﬀerent degrees of cochlear
gain loss, whereas they were more sensitive to diﬀerences
in AN deficits. In contrast, synaptopathy and cochlear
gain loss deficits interacted to impact the simulated
interwaveI–V latency intervals in more complex ways,
confounding a direct classification of hearing loss pro-
files from this metric.
Hearing loss profile maps. To improve the sensitivity of
ABR metrics for patients with high-frequency sloping
audiograms, hearing loss profile maps can be constructed
that show the relation between the RABRgrowth metric
that captures the cochlear gain loss aspect of hearing
loss and other ABR metrics that might be more sensitive
to cochlear synaptopathy. Figure 9 depicts such hearing
loss profile maps for simulated Wave-I amplitudes,
Wave-V/I amplitude ratios and interwaveI–V latency
intervals and for various degrees of cochlear gain loss
(colors) and synaptopathy (symbol shapes). Figure 9(a)
and (b) shows a clustering of data points according to
their cochlear synaptopathy degrees. Within each synap-
topathy group, smaller degrees of cochlear gain loss
yielded smaller RABRgrowth values.
Given the ABR Wave-I amplitude or ABR Wave-V/I
ratio and the derived RABRgrowth ratio (see Figure 9(a)),
these maps can thus help in quantifying hearing pathol-
ogies. According to our simulations, subjects with
reduced Wave-I amplitudes and RABRgrowth ratios in
the normal range (here %0.13 to %0.11), would suﬀer
from larger degrees of cochlear synaptopathy (stars)
than do subjects with the same degree of cochlear gain
loss (and similar RABRgrowth ratios) but larger ABR
Wave-I amplitudes (circles or squares). A high-frequency
sloping cochlear synaptopathy profile yielded overall
reduced RABRgrowth ratios because the ABR latency
growth slope was not as aﬀected as the ABR amplitude
growth slope in this hearing loss profile. Similarly, for
listeners with RABRgrowth ratios in the normal range (here
%0.13 to %0.11), decreased Wave V/I ratios are indica-
tive of across CF AN fiber loss, where increased wave
V/I ratios reflect a sloping high-frequency synaptopathy
profile (Figure 9(b)).
Experimental Validation
In the following sections, we study whether the suggested
relationships between ABR Wave-V amplitude and
latency growth hold in a group of study participants
with diﬀerent degrees of sloping high-frequency audio-
metric hearing loss (see Figure 3). An experimental con-
firmation of the model simulations would support the
adoption of the RABRgrowth metric to factor out the coch-
lear gain loss aspect of hearing loss in the quantification
of other aspects of peripheral hearing loss such as coch-
lear synaptopathy.
ABR wave-V growth and RABRgrowth. Figure 10 shows ABR
Wave-V amplitudes in mV (Panel a) and dB re. 1 mV/dB
(Panel b) as well as ABR Wave-V latencies (Panel c)
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plotted as mean across the participants in each audio-
gram slope group (diﬀerent curves). Recorded ABR
Wave-V levels (Panel a) were lower for the groups with
audiogram slopes above 20 dB than for those with milder
audiogram slopes, yielding significant diﬀerences at each
of the tested stimulus levels (p4 .011; t-test in two
groups: slopes above and below 20 dB). These results
are in line with several clinical reports and a recent
study that reports lower amplitude tone-burst ABRs
for listeners with elevated hearing thresholds when the
tone-burst CFs fell into the frequency region of hearing
loss (i.e., equal SPL conditions; Lewis, Kopun, Neely,
Schmid, & Gorga, 2015). Figure 10(c) shows that lis-
teners with steeper audiogram slopes had longer Wave-
V latencies than listeners with shallower audiogram
slopes. This latency diﬀerence was significant for listeners
with slopes above 20 dB at all of the tested levels
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Figure 9. Simulated hearing loss profiles that depict the rela-
tionship between the ABR growth ratio metric (RABRgrowth) that
captures the cochlear gain loss aspect of hearing loss and other
ABR metrics that have been associated with cochlear synaptopa-
thy, that is, Wave-I amplitude (a), Wave V/I amplitude ratios (b) and
interwaveI–V intervals (c) to a 100-dB-peSPL click.
Note. ABR¼ auditory brainstem response; peSPL¼ peak-
equivalent sound pressure level.
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Figure 10. Recorded ABR Wave-V amplitudes (a and b) and
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(p4 .011), in good agreement with a study that reported
longer overall Wave-V latencies as the 4 kHz hearing
threshold worsened (Jerger & Johnson, 1988). Second,
the slopes of the ABR Wave-V latency growth were sig-
nificantly steeper (p¼ .001) for listeners with audiogram
slopes above 20 dB. Our results are in line with the stee-
per click-ABR latency growth functions observed for
sloping hearing losses (Gorga, Worthington, Reiland,
Beauchaine, & Goldgar, 1985; Yamada, Kodera, &
Yagi, 1979) and the increased latencies observed for 2-
kHz derived band ABRs at moderate intensities (60–
70 dB peSPL) in listeners with sloping hearing losses
(Strelcyk, Christoforidis, & Dau, 2009). However,
recent observations of equal-SPL tone-burst ABRs in
listeners with normal and elevated hearing thresholds
did not show significant diﬀerences in Wave-V latency
growth (Lewis et al., 2015).
Individual diﬀerences in ABR Wave-V amplitude and
latency growth are in more detail examined in Figure 11
that shows filled symbols for when four data points were
measurable and open symbols when fewer data points
were available. In the later case, slopes were calculated
from the two highest sound intensities. ABR Wave-V
amplitude growth showed large individual diﬀerences
with no clear group trend (Figure 11(a)), even though
the model simulations in Figure 7(a) suggested increased
amplitude growth as high-frequency cochlear gain loss
increased. As experimental studies have shown that
synaptopathy can yield shallower suprathreshold ABR
Wave-I growth (Furman et al., 2013), while cochlear
gain loss leads to an overall linearization of the BM
input/output function (Neely, Gorga, & Dorn, 2003), it
is possible that the mixture of hearing deficits determines
the final slope value. Trends are clearer for the ABR
Wave-V latency growth results in Figure 11(b) where
listeners with audiogram slopes above 20 dB clearly
exhibited steeper ABR Wave-V latency growth than
did listeners with shallower slopes. In general, it is
expected that latency growth slopes are smaller when
only the two highest stimulus intensities are used to com-
pute the slope, as the ABR Wave-V latency diﬀerences
between the hearing-loss groups were largest for the
lowest sound intensities (see Figure 10(b)).
The model simulations suggested that the amount of
variation of ABR amplitude growth associated with
latency growth diﬀerences caused by the cochlear gain
loss aspect of hearing loss could be captured by the
RABRgrowth metric. Specifically, cochlear gain loss would
aﬀect both amplitude and latency growth such that the
ratio between the two remains invariant as long as the
only contributor to the hearing loss is of the high-
frequency cochlear gain loss origin (see Figure 7(c)).
Increased absolute RABRgrowth values suggest a smaller
amplitude growth as suggested by cochlear gain loss
alone and might be predictive of a component of cochlear
synaptopathy that reduces suprathreshold ABR ampli-
tudes as predicted in Figure 7(c). The experimental
RABRgrowth ratios in Figure 11(c) show that both listeners
with normal and steeply sloping audiograms can have the
same RABRgrowth values supporting the modeling view
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Figure 11. Recorded ABR Wave-V amplitude (a) and latency
(b) growth for participants grouped according to their audiogram
slope (along the x-axis; Figure 3). ABR slopes were calculated
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that high-frequency cochlear gain loss yields constant
RABRgrowth values. The RABRgrowth values for normal-hear-
ing listeners with all data points available were approxi-
mately %0.1 and %0.025 for listeners with only two
measurement points available. More negative RABRgrowth
values than for a reference normal-hearing and nonsynap-
topathic group could indicate cochlear synaptopathy prob-
lems. For example, the three listeners in the third
audiogram slope group had identical latency shifts, but a
large variability in amplitude growth. Themale subject with
an almost stable amplitude growth between 90 and 100dB
(i.e., square close to 0 in audiogram slope group 3 of Panel
a) reached a much larger absolute RABRgrowth value (%0.6)
because the amplitude growth was muchmore shallow than
expected by cochlear gain loss alone. Compared to the
other two subjects in this audiogram slope group, this sub-
ject may be suspect of a larger degree of cochlear synapto-
pathy where the steepening of ABR amplitude growth
resulting from cochlear gain loss could have been counter-
acted by a shallower suprathreshold growth associated with
synaptopathy. As seen in the simulations (Figure 7(b)),
cochlear synaptopathy does not aﬀect the latency growth
curves as much as cochlear gain loss such that identical
latency growth can occur for diﬀerent degrees of cochlear
synaptopathy. Similarly, the two males in Group 6 showed
large ABR latency shifts associated with large degrees of
cochlear gain loss, while their amplitude growth slopes were
relatively mild, yielding larger absolute RABRgrowth values
than expected from cochlear gain loss alone.
Hearing loss profile maps. Because there is no direct physio-
logical evidence that listeners with larger absolute
RABRgrowth values in fact suﬀered from cochlear synapto-
pathy, we can only compare our values to other metrics
that have been associated with cochlear synaptopathy.
The ABR Wave-I amplitudes to 100 dB peSPL clicks in
Figure 12(a) did not show a relationship to the amount
of high-frequency audiometric loss as both normal and
listeners with steep audiogram slopes could have similar
Wave-I amplitudes. If instead cochlear synaptopathy
would explain the individual diﬀerences, our model
simulations suggested that more negative RABRgrowth
values would be associated with lower Wave-I ampli-
tudes. This relationship is plotted in Figure 13(a),
where it can be observed that some of the listeners
with larger absolute RABRgrowth values indeed had smal-
ler Wave-I amplitudes and that the largest Wave-I amp-
litudes were associated with small absolute RABRgrowth
values. However, we did not find a systematic trend
between the metrics. This was not due to a gender bias
in the data as neither the wave-I amplitudes nor the
RABRgrowth values were significantly diﬀerent for both
sex groups. Head size eﬀects were not tested.
Greater Wave-V/I ratios have been associated with
tinnitus (Schaette & McAlpine, 2011) and hyperacusis
(Hickox and Liberman 2014) and might result from
cochlear synaptopathy (Mo¨hrle et al., 2016). The expect-
ation is that greater ratios are observed for listeners with
weaker Wave-I amplitudes, which in small lab animals
are indicative of synaptopathy (Bourien et al., 2014;
Sergeyenko et al., 2013). The experimental relation in
Figure 14(b) shows that increased Wave-V/I ratios
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Figure 12. Recorded ABR Wave-I amplitudes (a), Wave-V/I
ratios (b), and interwaveI–V latencies (c) for individual listeners
grouped according to their audiogram slopes. Male listeners were
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indeed corresponded to smaller Wave-I amplitudes, a
trend that was most pronounced in listeners with
normal and flat audiograms. This behavior is in agree-
ment with a recent physiology study that shows that
middle-aged rats with normal thresholds were able to
centrally compensate for the loss of AN fibers by show-
ing near-normal Wave-IV amplitudes for reduced Wave-
I amplitudes (Mo¨hrle et al., 2016). However, at high
stimulus levels, the same study shows that older rats
with elevated hearing thresholds exhibit near-normal
(i.e., not elevated) Wave-IV/I ratios along with reduced
Wave-I ratios, concluding that central compensation is
age dependent. In humans, age-dependent eﬀects on
Wave-V/I ratios were found to yield increased Wave-V/
I ratios for normal-hearing young adults (22–36 years
old) when compared with 5 - to 6-year olds (Jiang,
Zheng, Sun, & Liu, 1991). Consequently, the experimen-
tal Wave-V/I diﬀerence between subjects in the same
Wave-I amplitude and audiogram slope group in
Figure 14(b) might be informative about the health of
this central compensation mechanism.
In an alternative interpretation of the results of
Mo¨hrle et al. (2016), it is possible that reduced wave-
V/I ratios in older rats are (partially) reflecting how ele-
vated thresholds impact ears with synaptopathy. The
simulation results in Figure 14(a) show that within a
synaptopathy group (i.e., diﬀerent clusters of similarly
shaped data points), increasing degrees of high-
frequency cochlear gain loss reduce the Wave-V/I ratio
because high-frequency cochlear gain loss impacts the
Wave-I amplitude relatively stronger than the Wave-V
amplitude, as the former has a stronger contribution of
high-frequency sources (see Figure 10 in Don &
Eggermont, 1978; Verhulst et al., 2015). In another
study, listeners with cochlear hearing loss were reported
to have larger Wave V/I ratios suggestive of a larger
diﬀerence between the Wave I and V levels than the
normal-hearing 1.5 ratio (Musiek et al., 1984).
The analysis on the relationship between Wave-I amp-
litude and Wave-V/I ratios suggests that the wave-V/I
ratio alone might not be sensitive to cochlear synapto-
pathy without taking into account the absolute Wave-I
amplitude as well. Only in this format can diﬀerences
between central gain (i.e., Wave V/I ratio for a fixed
Wave-I level) and cochlear synaptopathy (i.e., Wave-I
amplitude) be separated.
The model simulations in Figure 14(a) furthermore
suggest that the frequency distribution of cochlear synap-
topathy has an impact on the Wave-V/I ratio as high-
frequency cochlear gain loss profiles (diamonds and tri-
angles) yielded larger Wave-V/I ratios, while uniform
losses across the cochlear partition yielded smaller than
normal Wave-V/I ratios. However, the main diﬀerence
between the present model simulations and those in the
study of Schaette and McAlpine (2011) is that the present
model does not include (age-related) central gain mech-
anisms that might yield increased Wave-V amplitudes for
listeners with cochlear synaptopathy. Irrespective,
the model can account for some degree of increased
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Figure 13. Individual hearing loss profile maps showing the
relationship between the ABRWave-V growth ratio RABRgrowth and
other ABR wave metrics associated with cochlear synaptopathy
and aging (i.e., Wave-I amplitude (a), Wave-V/I ratio (b), and the
interwaveI–V interval (c). Colors represent the different audiogram
slope groups, open symbols represent cases where only the two
highest intensities were included, whereas all four intensities were
used for the solid symbols. Male subjects were marked with
squares and female subjects with triangles.
Note. ABR¼ auditory brainstem response.
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Wave-V/I ratios after high-frequency sloping degrees of
cochlear synaptopathy. Under the assumption that the
model is realistic, and cochlear synaptopathy is expressed
in a frequency-specific manner similar to audiometric
loss, a general trend of increased Wave-V/I ratios is seen
to go along with smaller Wave-I amplitudes.
Finally, the experimental relationship between the
interwaveI–V interval and RABRgrowth is shown in
Figure 13(c). The absence of a clear trend between the
interwaveI–V latency and the RABRgrowth metric is
consistent with the absence of audiogram slope group
diﬀerences in Figure 12(c). Additionally, the model
simulations in Figure 8(c) already suggested that
complex interactions between cochlear gain loss and
synaptopathy impact the interwaveI–V interval metric.
Discussion
Relating individual diﬀerences in ABR wave character-
istics to diﬀerent aspects of peripheral hearing loss is
complicated by that both AN deficits and cochlear gain
loss due to OHC damage and metabolic changes can
impact brainstem responses. Using a model-based
approach in which parameters of peripheral hearing
loss were modified independently identified which
ABR-derived metrics are more sensitive to diﬀerent
aspects of peripheral hearing loss when mixtures of
pathologies are present. The experimental observations
confirm the model predictions in which high-frequency
cochlear gain loss and threshold elevation steepen the
ABR latency slope metric. The model simulations fur-
thermore suggest that classifying listeners according to
their ABR growth ratio (RABRgrowth), which takes into
account both ABR latency and amplitude growth, can
factor out the cochlear gain loss aspect of hearing loss to
maximize other aspects of peripheral hearing loss that
influence ABR level growth such as cochlear synaptopa-
thy. The analysis performed in this study focused on
high-frequency audiometric hearing losses that cover a
large group of the clinical population. However, because
it is unlikely that the ABR latency growth slope steepens
for flat audiometric hearing loss configurations, it is not
clear whether the RABRgrowth ratio can be generalized to
other configurations of OHC loss.
Implications for the Diagnostic Use
of ABR Wave Characteristics
The relations between ABR Wave-V latency growth and
the high-frequency audiogram slope (Figure 11(a) and
(b); see also Gorga et al., 1985) are important for the
diﬀerential diagnostics of cochlear synaptopathy based
on ABR amplitude growth functions.
Reference values and synaptopathy for intact
OHCs. Individual diﬀerences in amplitude-based ABR
metrics can only be linked to the degree of cochlear
synaptopathy when ABR latency growth is ensured to
be normal, and hence the cochlear gain loss component
of hearing loss is factored out. Both the model simula-
tions in Figure 7(b) and the experimental compound
action potential results in Bourien et al. (2014) only
describe a minor role for the delayed onset response of
low and medium spontaneous rate AN fibers (Rhode &
Smith, 1985) that are most vulnerable to noise damage
(Furman et al., 2013) to the population response. It can
thus be assumed that in studies where only listeners with
normal thresholds are considered, ABR latency growth
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(or the proposed RABRgrowth metric) is normal. However,
because normal-hearing ABR amplitudes are dominated
by the synchronously firing high-frequency cochlear
regions (Abdala & Folsom, 1995; Don & Eggermont,
1978), it is possible that even minor high-frequency coch-
lear gain losses impact the ABR Wave I and V growth
metrics. Establishing the ABR latency growth metric and
RABRgrowth ratio for the healthy and uncompromised
cochlea should thus be established in young, non-noise
exposed, normal-hearing listeners with perfect high-
frequency thresholds up to 16 kHz. Additionally, the
reference ABR latency growth and RABRgrowth values
should be determined for male and female subjects sep-
arately because it has been shown that female subjects
have overall shorter ABR latencies than males (Beagley
& Sheldrake, 1978), presumably due to their overall
shorter cochleae (Don, Ponton, Eggermont, & Masuda,
1993). In line with this, we found significantly steeper
ABR Wave-V latency (but not amplitude) growth in
the male study participants. Due to the small number
of study participants, it is not clear whether this sex dif-
ference is due to shorter overall ABR latencies in the
female listeners or due to the overall more severe hearing
losses in the male study participants. Future population
studies could shed light on this issue.
Note that high-frequency cochlear gain losses might
show a larger impact on Wave-I than on Wave-V
amplitudes. This means that for the same degree of
high-frequency cochlear gain loss, the contribution of
high-frequency channels to the Wave-I generation can
be relatively stronger than to the Wave-V generation
(Abdala & Folsom, 1995; Verhulst et al., 2015).
Consequently, diﬀerences in Wave-V/I ratios for similar
Wave-I amplitudes can also have a cochlear gain loss
origin (see simulations in Figure 14(a)). A hearing profile
map that evaluates the Wave-V/I amplitude growth
along with the absolute Wave-I amplitude might (par-
ticularly in listeners with normal audiometric thresholds)
be able to identify those listeners who have the ability to
centrally or homeostatically compensate for the loss of
AN fibers (Chambers et al., 2016; Mo¨hrle et al., 2016;
Schaette & McAlpine, 2011).
Synaptopathy in people with OHC damage. For listeners with
impaired audiograms, cochlear synaptopathy or homeo-
static compensation mechanisms can only be isolated
after factoring out the cochlear gain loss contribution
to the absolute wave amplitude or wave growth. As
observed experimentally (Figure 11(a)) and in the
model simulations (Figure 6(a)), cochlear gain loss can
yield increased Wave-V amplitude growth as several lis-
teners in the sloping audiometric loss groups (especially
those with fewer measurable ABR responses at low
levels) showed steeper ABR Wave-V amplitude growth.
Steeper ABR amplitude growth due to cochlear gain loss
can thus counteract shallower ABR growth associated
with cochlear synaptopathy (Furman et al., 2013) and
hence confound a direct interpretation of ABR ampli-
tude growth in terms of either one of the underlying
pathologies.
The proposed RABRgrowth metric describes how ABR
amplitude and latency growth covary as a function of
cochlear gain loss, that is, steep ABR Wave-V latency
growth goes along with steep Wave-V level growth for
sloping high-frequency hearing losses where no synapto-
pathy is present (Figure 6(a)). Deviations from the pre-
dicted constant RABRgrowth relationship or individual
diﬀerences in other ABR metrics within an equal
RABRgrowth ratio group could thus reflect aspects of per-
ipheral hearing loss that are diﬀerent from cochlear gain
loss. Specifically, the model simulations in Figure 9(a)
and (b) show that individual diﬀerences in Wave-I amp-
litude or Wave-V/I ratios for equal RABRgrowth groups
can identify listeners with larger degrees of cochlear
synaptopathy. Providing more experimental evidence
for the validity of these relative ABR metrics should be
done on the basis of a larger subject population for
which multiple correlates of cochlear synaptopathy sen-
sitive metrics are available: for example, interaural enve-
lope detection thresholds (Bharadwaj et al., 2015;
Mehraei et al., 2016) or envelope-following responses
(Bharadwaj et al., 2015; Shaheen, Valero, & Liberman,
2015). Additionally, animal physiology studies that
employ ABR and envelope-following response metrics
in carefully controlled models of OHC loss and synapto-
pathy could further support the use of the RABRgrowth
ratio metric.
Other experimental approaches have aimed at mini-
mizing the contribution of cochlear gain loss to ABR
wave characteristics to maximize potential synaptopa-
thy-induced changes to the measured wave amplitude.
In a common approach, the stimulus click level is
adjusted on an individual basis to obtain equal sensitivity
to the click and a comparable spread of cochlear excita-
tion (i.e., calibration in terms of sensation level [SL]) for
participants with diﬀerently shaped audiograms. For rec-
orded tone-burst ABRs, this technique was successful in
isolating the cochlear synaptopathy aspect of hearing
loss when small amounts of cochlear gain loss were
also present (Sergeyenko et al., 2013). Even though it is
questionable whether a calibration into SL would fully
remove diﬀerences in cochlear excitation across listeners,
a recent study that reported tone-burst ABR latency
growth functions in normal and elevated threshold lis-
tener groups for an equal SPL and equal SL paradigm
showed that the steeper latency growth slopes for the
elevated threshold group in the equal SPL paradigm
returned to normal in the equal SL paradigm (Lewis
et al., 2015, their figure 3). This result is promising in
that it might be possible to interpret individual
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diﬀerences in suprathreshold level growth functions in
terms of cochlear synaptopathy when growth is deter-
mined from the equal SL conditions. However, for
broadband click stimuli, the success of increasing the
stimulus level such that the cochlear excitation is com-
parable across diﬀerent audiometric profiles might prove
to be more diﬃcult. In this case, the grouping of listeners
according to the proposed RABRgrowth ratio could oﬀer a
way to isolate the cochlear synaptopathy aspect of per-
ipheral hearing loss.
Experimental limitations. The proposed RABRgrowth metric
was developed on the basis of Wave-V characteristics
because this wave is strongest in humans. We often
had measurable responses down to 70 dB peSPL and
unlike Wave-I responses, suprathreshold Wave-V
responses can also be reliably measured in listeners
with elevated hearing thresholds. However, diagnostics
metrics for cochlear synaptopathy have mostly focused
on Wave-I amplitude and amplitude growth characteris-
tics (Furman et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2011; Mehraei et al.,
2016; Sergeyenko et al., 2013) as its generators are closer
to the AN fibers where the deficits occur. There is a pos-
sibility that processing stages at the level of the cochlear
nucleus, lateralis lemniscus, and IC might show alter-
ations in their normal functioning due to the reduced
input received from the AN. There are in fact several
observations that point to diﬀerences in Wave-I and
Wave-V growth: (a) the cochlear frequency ranges that
contribute most strongly to the response are diﬀerent for
Wave I than Wave V (Abdala & Folsom, 1995; Don &
Eggermont, 1978), (b) increased age yields shallower
wave-I than wave-V amplitude growth (Jiang, 1991),
and (c) homeostatic gain mechanisms could play a role
in enhancing Wave V in cochlear synaptopathy-sus-
pected rats (Mo¨hrle et al., 2016) and human tinnitus
patients (Schaette & McAlpine, 2011). Taken together,
it might thus be more correct to direct the focus of future
studies on ABR Wave-I growth for which more animal
physiology data are available than on Wave-V growth to
factor out the cochlear synaptopathy aspect of hearing
loss. Note that in the present study, there was a good
correlation between Wave-I and Wave-V latency growth
suggesting that this metric can be used for both waves.
However, there was no correlation between the Wave-I
and Wave-V amplitude growth.
Unfortunately, there are experimental challenges in
recording reliable Wave-I amplitudes at low sound inten-
sities in listeners with impaired audiograms. We might
need to adopt more sensitive electrodes placed in the ear
canal (e.g., Burkard & Sims, 2002; Mehraei et al., 2016)
to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio or optimize signal
processing methodology over current clinical practice.
As Figure 12(a) shows, standard deviations on Wave-I
can be large even when including 7,000 averages.
Relative ABR metrics such as the Wave-V/I ratio or
growth metrics are furthermore troubled by that stand-
ard deviations on the ABR waves propagate into the
standard deviations derived for the relative metrics.
Consequently, it is not clear whether the developed met-
rics can be adequately sensitive to make it into clinical
practice. The experimental variability for human ABR
recordings is much larger than what is experimentally
possible in animal physiology approaches that study
relative ABR metrics using fixated head positions or sed-
ation during the measurement. Future population stu-
dies should be designed to test the sensitivity of relative
ABR metrics in clinical practice.
The Model Approach
Studying how diﬀerent forms of peripheral hearing loss
impact simulated ABR waves is fairly independent of the
details of the cochlear mechanics and AN model as long
as the simulated responses in the normal-hearing model
show a resemblance to measured ABRs. The adopted
normal-hearing ABR model shows a Wave-I (and V)
stimulus-dependent latency decrease of 1.2ms per
40 dB stimulus level increase, in agreement with various
experimental reports (Dau, 2003; Elberling, Callø, &
Don, 2010; Jiang et al., 1991). The model further cap-
tures a high-frequency CF dominated contribution to
simulated Wave-I responses and a mid-frequency CF-
dominated contribution to the Wave-V response
(Verhulst et al., 2015). The diﬀerences in CF sources
contributing to the population response at diﬀerent
levels of processing show a qualitative resemblance to
those associated with Wave-I and V source generators
studied in masked ABR measurements (Abdala &
Folsom, 1995; Don & Eggermont, 1978). Any diﬀerence
between how the simulated ABR Wave-I and Wave-V
change after cochlear gain loss or synaptopathy is attrib-
uted to how the functional same-frequency inhibition-
excitation cochlear nucleus and IC model of Nelson
and Carney (2004) modifies the dominance of diﬀerent
frequency channels to the population Wave-V response.
This approach is thus diﬀerent from other ABR models
that incorporate a homeostatic gain mechanism at the
level of the dorsal cochlear nucleus (Schaette &
McAlpine, 2011) to simulate diﬀerences between Wave-
I and Wave-V amplitudes. In light of the recent experi-
mental findings in Mo¨hrle et al. (2016), it could be inter-
esting to include homeostatic gain in future model
development to show a better agreement between simu-
lated and recorded Wave-V/I ratios.
Conclusion
The combined experimental and modeling approach is
eﬀective in explaining which relative ABR metrics are
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most sensitive to diﬀerent aspects of peripheral hearing
loss on the basis of a model that incorporates the known
functional features of cochlear and AN processing.
Whereas the ABR latency growth metric strongly
depends on the high-frequency cochlear gain loss
aspect of hearing loss, ABR level growth might reflect
both a steepening due to cochlear gain loss and become
more shallow due to a lack of high-threshold AN fibers
contributing to the suprathreshold ABR amplitude. To
separate these two sources of peripheral hearing loss, we
suggest that ABR latency growth should not be treated
independently from ABR amplitude growth and that
individual diﬀerences in ABR level growth for listeners
grouped according to their RABRgrowth might oﬀer a way
to emphasize the cochlear synaptopathy aspect of hear-
ing loss in listeners with high-frequency sloping audio-
grams. We further suggest to evaluate ABR Wave-I
amplitude along with the Wave-V/I ratio to isolate coch-
lear synaptopathy (i.e., reduced Wave-I amplitude) from
potential homeostatic compensation mechanisms (i.e.,
increased Wave-V/I ratios) in listeners with otherwise
normal audiograms.
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